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Abstract In this paper, an efficient approach to design a
2-D systolic array for high-speed implementation of block-
based lifting lossy 9/7 wavelet filter is proposed. The inher-
ent advantage of the in place computation of the lifting-based
discrete wavelet transform over the conventional convolution
method makes it suitable for efficient hardware implementa-
tion with lower computational complexity. The row processor
consists of processing elements arranged in a systolic man-
ner, and for column processing, the lifting steps are computed
concurrently, by mapping the coefficients to the same sys-
tolic arrays, using the cyclic symmetry property of the block
of input image coefficients. The advantage of the discussed
architecture is that it does not require additional memory
for storing the intermediate coefficients. The functionality
of the processing element in the systolic array improves the
speed, by having the critical path delay of one multiplier
and two adders computational time. The area efficient, high-
speed design of the lifting algorithm is coded in hardware
description language and implemented in Altera cyclone II
field programmable gate arrays (FPGA). The implemented
results show that the systolic architecture achieves a high
speed of 260 MHz with a lower accessing time of 0.246µs,
when compared to other existing architectures, and reaches a
speed performance suitable for real-time multimedia appli-
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cations. This conceptual design of systolic arrays can be used
as IP core in FPGA-based reconfigurable coprocessors.
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Systolic arrays · Block processing · Field programmable
gate arrays (FPGA)

1 Introduction

The advantages of the discrete wavelet transform over
other transforms make it suitable for image compression
JPEG2000 standards [1]. It overcomes the blocking artifacts
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problems in the DCT, using the sub-band decomposition [2]
technique and achieves a higher compression ratio with mul-
tiresolution capability. The convolutional method of imple-
menting the DWT has its own limitations in real-time image
/video applications, such as computational complexity and
memory for storing the image coefficients.

The lifting scheme-based wavelet transform was proposed
by Daubechies and Sweldens [3] based on a spatial construc-
tion of the second-generation wavelet. The lifting scheme
has many advantages over the convolutional DWT. All the
interesting properties of the wavelets, such as biorthogo-
nality and regularity, are defined by the linear relationships
between the filter bank coefficients. The lifting scheme does
not depend on the Fourier transform of the wavelets. There-
fore, the wavelets can be designed on arbitrary lattices in the
spatial domain and used as a multiresolution analysis tool in
signal/image, texture classification [4], and in compression
for real-time multimedia applications.

Various efficient VLSI architectures were proposed to
meet the real-time implementation of the DWT. Parhi and
Nishitani [5] proposed folded, digit serial architectures for
the implementation of 1-D and 2-D discrete wavelet trans-
forms. Denk and Parhi [6] presented a systolic mapping
techniques and dependence graph to derive the DWT archi-
tectures. Wu and Chen [7] proposed a polyphase decom-
position technique and the coefficient-folding technique of
decimation filters for the implementation of the 2-D DWT.
Andra et al. [8] presented a lifting-based forward and inverse
wavelet transform for the set of seven filters proposed
in the JPEG2000. Dillen et al. [9] proposed a combined
line-based architecture for the 5/3 and 9/7 wavelet trans-
form of JPEG2000, using lifting schemes by incorporat-
ing pipelining for optimization. Shi et al. [10] presented
an efficient folded architecture (EFA) with lower compu-
tational complexity. The critical path delay affects the per-
formance of this architecture. Huang et al. [11] proposed
a flipping structure for lifting the DWT using five-stage
pipelining, where the critical path is reduced to one mul-
tiplier delay, but it requires a large temporal buffer. Usha
and Chilambuchelvan [12] proposed polyphase decomposi-
tion and the coefficient-folding technique for the implemen-
tation of convolutional DWT. Xiong et al. [13] presented an
efficient architecture by exploiting the embedded decima-
tion technique, working in parallel and pipeline way without
using multipliers. Cheng and Parhi [14] proposed a system-
atic high-speed VLSI implementation of the DWT, based
on hardware-efficient parallel FIR filter structures. Tian et
al. [15] presented an efficient multi-input/multi-output VLSI
architecture (MIMOA) with computing time as low as N 2/M
for an N × N image, with controlled increase in hardware
cost, where ‘M’ is the throughput rate. Kilic and Yilmaz [16]
presented a coding scheme in combination with hierarchi-
cal vector quantization, and zero tree wavelet to encode

the quantized wavelet coefficients for the MPEG-4 video
encoder.

The survey of various architectures using lifting schemes
have been presented in [17–19], taking into consideration
the required numbers of multipliers, adders and registers,
and the amount of memory required for their implemen-
tation. The data movement and transfer play a key role
in determining the efficiency of VLSI implementation of
lifting-based DWT. The systolic arrays have regular com-
putational structures [20] having less complex data routing
and control for efficient VLSI implementation, when the
length of the filter is large. Systolic arrays [21–25] represent
an appropriate architectural design for constructing wavelet-
lifting schemes. Alwan [26] proposed the numerical compu-
tation of sinusoidal sequences from truncated trigonometric
series, in a systolic manner to improve the speed, in parallel
over conventional Von Neumann architectures. Mohanty and
Meher [27] proposed hardware-efficient systolic-like modu-
lar design using a new data-access scheme and a novel fold-
ing technique for the implementation of the DWT. Mohanty
et al. [28] proposed block processing and systolic array for
lifting-based 2-D DWT.

The motivation of this work is to propose a high-speed
systolic VLSI architecture for the given image coefficients
for the efficient implementation of lifting-based DWT. The
lifting algorithm for 1-D and 2-D systolic arrays is coded
in VHDL, and the implementation results in Altera cyclone
II FPGA show that the hardware implementation is suitable
for resource constrained high-speed embedded multimedia
applications.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2
reviews the basics and mathematics of the lifting algorithm
involved in deriving the systolic array for the implementation
of the Cohen Daubechies Feauveau 9/7 lossy wavelet filters.
In Sect. 3, the construction of 1-D and 2-D systolic arrays,
for effective hardware utilization, with their flow diagram is
given. Section 4 provides the implementation results of the
proposed systolic architecture and its comparison with the
previous existing architectures in FPGA. Finally, in Sect. 5,
the concluding remarks and the possibility of extending this
work in future are made.

2 Lifting Scheme for Discrete Wavelet Transform

2.1 Basics of Lifting Scheme

The lifting scheme has been developed as a flexible tool
suitable for constructing second-generation wavelets. It is
composed of three basic operation stages: split, predict and
update. Figure 1 shows the lifting scheme of the wavelet filter
for computing a 1-D signal. The three basic steps in lifting-
based DWT are:
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the
forward lifting scheme

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the
inverse lifting scheme

Fig. 3 Representation of the systolic array for 9/7 lifting

Split Step: where the signal is split into even and odd points,
because the maximum correlation between adjacent pixels
can be utilized for the next predict step. For each pair of given
input, samples x (n) split into even x (2n) and odd coefficients
x (2n + 1).

Predict Step: The even samples are multiplied by the predict
factor, and then, the results are added to the odd samples to
generate the detailed coefficients (dj). Detailed coefficients
result in high-pass filtering.

Update Step: The detailed coefficients computed by the pre-
dict step are multiplied by the update factors, and the results
are added to the even samples to get the coarse coefficients
(sj). The coarse coefficients give a low-pass filtered output.

The inverse transform could easily be found by exchang-
ing the sign of the predict step and the update step, and apply-
ing all the operations in the reverse order, as shown in Fig. 2.
The implementation of the lifting-based inverse transform
(IDWT) is simple and involves the order of operations in
the DWT to be reversed. Hence, the same resources can be
reused to define a general programmable architecture for for-
ward and inverse DWT.

2.2 Mathematics in Lifting DWT for the Implementation of
the Systolic Array

The JPEG2000 9/7 lossy standard for DWT consists of four
lifting steps. The constants a, b, c and d are called the lifting
coefficients; K1 and 1/K1 are called the scaling normaliza-
tion coefficients. The basics of the lifting steps are used for

the representation of the systolic array with four processing
elements, connected as shown in Fig. 3. Each of the process-
ing elements is connected to the next element with a register
delay. The samples Xo (n) and Xe (n) represent the odd and
even input image coefficients.

The processing element PE0 computes the predict stage
P1 given by,

D(n) = Xo(n) + a[Xe(n) + Xe(n + 1)] (1)

PE1 computes the update stage U1 given by,

S(n) = Xe(n) + b [D(n − 1) + D(n)] (2)

PE2 computes the predict stage P2 resulting in high-pass
filtering and is given by,

HP(n) = D(n) + c [S(n) + S(n − 1)] (3)

PE3 computes the update stage U2 resulting in desired low-
pass filtering,

LP(n) = S(n) + d[HP(n − 1) + HP(n)] (4)

After N lifting steps, the scaling coefficients of K 1 and 1
K 1

are applied to the horizontal and vertical coefficients of steps
(3) and (4) to obtain the low-pass and high-pass coefficients
and is given by,
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Fig. 4 Processor space time
representation of the 9/7 lifting
systolic array

HP(n) = K 1HP(n) (5)

LP(n) = 1

K 1
LP(n) (6)

This scaling is done for normalizing the magnitude. The val-
ues of the constants are a = −1.586134, b = 0.0529801185,

c = 0.882911076, d = −0.443506852 and K1 = 1.149604
398 [11].

The systolic array architecture discussed is B1 design with
broadcast inputs, move results and weight stay in the process-
ing element. The data dependencies, data operations and the
control complexity used to derive 1-D and 2-D systolic arrays
for 9/7 lifting filter are derived from the processor space time
representation of the lifting algorithm, as shown in Fig. 4.

X0, X1, X2, . . ., X7 represent original image block of
coefficients, open circle represents intermediate coefficients
and filled circle represents final high- and low-pass coeffi-
cients

The input image coefficients (X0, X1, . . ., X N ) are avail-
able at all the processors at the same time. The input data are
being broadcast to the adjacent processors with a delay. The
weighting coefficients a, b, c, d appear at the same spatial
coordinates. The outputs appear in the processor in differ-
ent space and time and move from one processing element to
another, yielding high- and low-pass coefficients with a delay
of four clock pulses. The architecture has a regular data flow
with 100 % hardware utilization. The projection space vector
(PT), processor space vector (ST), scheduling vector (STd)
and Hardware Utilization Efficiency (HUE) for the proposed
9/7 lifting algorithm are:

d =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1
0
0
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ PT = (0 1 0 0) ST = (1 0 0 0)

(i) Projection Space Vector Two adjacent processing
nodes are displaced by d or multiples of d and executed
by the same processor. Any node with index I T = (i, j)
is mapped to the same processor.

PT I = (0 1 0 0)

(
i
j

)
= j (7)

Therefore, all nodes on a horizontal line are mapped to
the same processor.

(ii) Processor Space Vector The scheduling of the proces-
sor with index I T = (i, j) is executed at the time.

ST I = (1 0 0 0)

(
i
j

)
= i (8)

(iii) Scheduling vector Any node with index I would be
executed at time, STd

STd = (1 0 0 0)

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1
0
0
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ = 1 (9)

(iv) Hardware Utilization Efficiency (HUE) = STd,

1

STd
= 1 (10)

To estimate the speed performance and parallelism involved
in the computation of the lifting steps, the critical path is
computed, which represents the longest path necessary for
the coefficients to move from the input to the output, by
considering the individual node in the processor space time
scheduling, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Representation of the single processing node in the systolic
array

Each of the processing elements (PE) consists of 2 adders,
1 register and 1 multiplier. The individual processing element
processes two blocks of samples for every clock period. The
delay in the execution of the processing module is T m+2T a,
which represent the critical path delay for the architecture,
where Tm and Ta are the execution time of the multipliers
and adders, respectively.

3 Hardware Implementation of the Proposed Lifting
Algorithm

3.1 One-Dimensional Systolic Array Architecture

The first-level representation of the systolic array is done,
based on the lifting steps as discussed in lifting steps [1–4]
in Sect. 2.2, and from the dependence graph shown in Fig. 4.
The construction of the 1-D systolic processing array requires
one multiplier, two adders and one delay register, as shown
in Fig. 6. The architecture can be pipelined by adding the
pipeline registers to speed up the execution time.

Each processing element performs two additions and one
multiplication, as shown in Fig. 7. The lifting steps have
similar computing steps. The 1-D systolic array architecture
consists of L rows and each row consists of four processing
elements, where L represents the required DWT levels. The
pixel coefficients of an image are read from the external static
random access memory. The image coefficients can be read
either by line-wise or block-wise [29]. The advantage of the
block-based scanning of the image coefficients is that the

Fig. 7 Representation of the single processing element in the systolic
array

memory required for computing the intermediate coefficients
is reduced.

In this paper, the image coefficients are read in a block or
group of pixel coefficients and used for computing the lifting
steps P1, U1, P2 and U2 as discussed in [1–4] of Sect. 2.2
are computed by the processing element, as shown in Fig. 8.

At each clock pulse, the processing element 1 takes a pair
of odd and even coefficients and computes the predict stage
(P1). This output is given to the next processing element to
compute the update stage (U2) with a delay of one clock
pulse. The processing element 3 receives the coefficients
from PE2 to compute the predict stage (P2). The process-
ing element 4 computes the fourth lifting step to compute
the update stage U2. The output coefficients are scaled by
a factor of K 1 and 1

K 1 to give the final first-level high- and
low-pass coefficients. A similar idea can be extended to the N
dimensional input image coefficients, by properly schedul-

Fig. 6 Pipelined architecture
for the 9/7 lifting DWT
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Fig. 8 Construction of 1-D
systolic array

ing the input coefficients. The arrays of processing elements
are arranged in such a way, as to achieve pipelining with effi-
cient hardware utilization and high speed. After L level of
decomposition of an N -dimensional image, the desired filter
output is obtained.

3.2 Systolic Array Representation for the 2-D 9/7 Lifting
DWT

The paper proposes an approach to construct a 2-D systolic
array for lifting schemes, as shown in Fig. 9. The row proces-
sor consists of M × N/2 processing elements arranged in a
systolic manner. For column processing using the cyclic sym-
metry property of the input image coefficients, the last row
of the systolic array for the given levels of decomposition
is overlapped with the first row of the array of processing
elements resulting in efficient hardware utilization.

Fig. 9 Block diagram of the 2-D Systolic architecture

The 2-D systolic array architecture for the lifting DWT
is shown in Fig. 10. The first block of image coefficients
is given to the first row of processing elements. The sys-
tolic row processing is done for the input image coefficients;
and it produces the intermediate matrices of M × N/2;
and they are stored in the intermediate buffer where M
and N are dimensions of the image. Using these interme-
diate coefficients, column processing is done and the coef-
ficients are mapped to each of the PEs in such a man-
ner as to schedule the PEs to give a 2-D array. The cyclic
symmetry property is used for the input block of image
coefficients {x(0)p, x(1)p, x(2)p, . . ., x(N − 1)p, . . . x(N
− 1)p, x(N − 2)p. . .} where p is the given block size.
The first term of the input image coefficients is overlapped
with the last term of the image coefficients, in the same
systolic array processing element. A 2-parallel structure of
the architecture is derived for the image with a block size
of P = M × N with M = N with a factor of N 2/2.
This is done to reduce the average computing time and
the number of processing elements used for the systolic
array.

For computing the j th level DWT, it requires M∗N/22 j−1

samples in every clock cycle where 1 ≤ j ≤ L where
L = [log(M×N )

4 ]. In each clock cycle, the PE receives N 2

input samples, and a row of first-level sub-bands is obtained
with a gap of four clock cycles. Each row of matrix A j−1 is
overlapped and fed to the P E− j in 2 j−1 ∗ 4 cycles.
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Fig. 10 Representation
of the 2-D systolic array

Fig. 11 Sample image

Table 1 First level of decomposed coefficients for the given image

Approximation coefficients Detailed coefficients

LL LH HL HH

171 6 98 −46

172 6 128 −47

161 8 184 −48

174 10 191 −64

3.3 Data-Access Scheme

The images to be analyzed are read from MATLAB and
loaded into the systolic VHDL file. The image size is
128 × 128 as shown in Fig. 11. The architecture is generic
for any square 2-D input image.

Considering a sample of 8 × 8 coefficients with a block
size of P = 4, the block of coefficients is fed parallel to the
systolic array. The corresponding sample image coefficients
with M = N = 8 with the block size of P = 4 of the given
image coefficients are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Block of image coefficients for the sample image of 8 × 8 with block size, P = 4
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Table 2 Data flow of the
systolic array architecture Clock cycle 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Input data X01 X02 X03 X04 X05 X06 X07 X08 X11 X12

Predict stage 1 (P1) – D (0) – D (1) – D (2) – D (3) – D (4)

Update stage 1 (U1) – S (0) – S (1) – S (2) – S (3) – S (4)

Predict stage 2 (P2) HP (0) HP (1)

Update stage 2 (U2) LP (0) LP (1)

Fig. 13 Flowchart of the
block-based systolic array
architecture as implemented

L level decomposition has to be done for the given image
of N ∗ N with M = N . The first-level works on all N 2

pixels of the original image, each successive level works
on the approximation and detail coefficients produced by
the previous level, and uses only one-fourth of the pix-
els of the previous level, resulting in fewer coefficients of
the original image. Table 1 shows the first level of decom-
posed image coefficients, after passing through the process-
ing elements in parallel for the blocks P1, P2, P3 and
P4.

Each processing element in the systolic array requires two
samples to compute one lifting step. Four pipeline stages
are required for the efficient implementation of 9/7 lifting
filters. From the data flow Table 2, it is clear that when the
block of input image coefficients is loaded into the systolic
processor, it requires four clock cycles to compute the first
level of lifting coefficients. The flowchart for the block-based
systolic array as implemented in this architecture is shown
in Fig. 13. In this, the ROW represents the current row, and
COLUMN represents the current column for the given j level
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Table 3 Synthesis report of the systolic architecture

Synthesis report

FPGA Altera cyclone II EP2C35F672C6

One dimensional
systolic array

Two dimensional
systolic array

Total logic elements 248/33, 216 (<1 %) 31/33,216 (<1 %)

Total registers 200 200

Total pins 241/475 (50 %) 281/475 (59 %)

Total memory bits 0/483,840 (0 %) 0/483,840 (0 %)

Embedded multipliers 8/70 (11 %) 2/70 (3 %)

Clock set up period (ns) 4.398 3.846

Operating frequency (MHz) 227.38 260.01

of coefficients. The maximum level of decomposition is L of
DWT.

4 Results and Comparison

4.1 Implementation Results

The performance analysis of the 1-D and 2-D systolic arrays
is being coded in VHDL and is generic for any square input
block of image coefficients. The architectures are imple-
mented using EP2C35F672C6 cyclone II Altera FPGA. The
performance of the proposed architecture is compared in
terms of the number of multipliers, number of adders, stor-
age size, computing time, control complexity and hardware
utilization. The computing time has been normalized to the
internal clocking rate. Every two input block of coefficients
generate two output blocks of coefficients, with a delay of

four clock cycles. From the results shown in Table 3, it is clear
that the hardware implementation of the lifting schemes is
suitable for real-time high-speed multimedia applications.

4.1.1 Comparison of Architectures

The comparison of the 2-D lifting systolic architecture is
compared with other existing architectures. The parameters
taken for comparison are hardware complexity (measured by
the number of multipliers, adders and registers); the DWT
scheme used, and operating frequency of the architectures.
Table 4 indicates that the proposed design method provides
high speed when compared to the other existing architectures.

4.1.2 FPGA Implementation

The synthesizable hardware description model, developed
to implement the proposed systolic array architecture, is
implemented for the given image coefficients with a block
size of P = 4. The Quartus II IDE with Altera cyclone II
EP2C35F672C6 FPGA hardware is used for the implementa-
tion. The input image coefficients are represented in integer
data width to overcome the finite word length effects. To
validate the results of the proposed method, the EFA [10]
and multiple input multiple output architecture [15] are
redesigned, with the same specifications of input conditions.

The FPGA implementation results, in terms of the dedi-
cated logic registers, combinational LUTs, critical path and
operating frequency achieved for the architectures, are pre-
sented in Table 5. From the implementation results, it is clear
that the critical path of the folded architecture is long, because
of the latency involved in the output coefficients reaching the
input. The MIMOA architecture processes two input/two out-

Table 4 Comparison
of the performance analysis
of various architectures

Architectures DWT scheme Adders Multipliers Frequency (MHz)

Mohanty and Meher [27] Lifting 8P 4.5P 112.892

Salehi and Amirfattahi [29] Lifting – – 97

Tian et al. [15] Lifting 8P 6P 64.25

Cheng and Parhi [14] FIR 16 12 58.73

Meher et al. [25] Convolution 4 (K − 1) 4K 230.3

Proposed 2-D systolic
architecture

Lifting 8 N 4 N 260.01

Table 5 FPGA implementation
results of the various
architectures

Architecture Combinational
LUT’s

Dedicated logic
registers

Critical path
latency (ns)

Operating
frequency (MHz)

Folded [10] 438 170 8.359 119.63

MIMOA [15] 235 235 5.763 173.52

Proposed systolic 1-D 248 200 4.398 227.38

Proposed systolic 2-D 248 200 3.846 260.06
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puts per cycle, reducing the critical path and area required
for the logic implementation. The proposed systolic array
architecture achieves high speed due to the regular data flow
scheduling and is suitable for high-speed multimedia appli-
cations.

4.1.3 Hardware and Timing Complexity of the Systolic
Array

The systolic array representation for the first-level decom-
position of an image consists of ten delay registers, four
multipliers and eight adders. For N dimensional arrays, the
hardware requirement is given below:

(i) Number of adders

4N + N/2 × 8 = 8N

(ii) Number of multipliers

2N + N/2 × 4 = 4N

For N element input image vector, the number of the compu-
tation level L = log4 N . At each level, computations are per-
formed through multiply and accumulate units in a pipelined
fashion. The pipeline delay exists in registers for calculating
the L level DWT; then, for the delay, Td , L ∗ Td is the latency
for the given input, to reach the output with the specified
clock cycle. The processing time in the clock cycle for L-
stage N dimensional DWT is N + (L ∗ Td). The computation
time required for the individual PE in the systolic array is
given by;

Computation time = M × N × 1/L × 1/Fmax

For 8 × 8 image; T = 8 × 8 × 1/L × 1/(260 × 106) =
0.246 µs.

With L = 1 for the first stage, the speed can be increased
with the added stages and is NT for the given stages. High
speed can be achieved by suitably combining multiple levels
of inputs, which is desirable for high-speed applications in
real-time multimedia applications.

5 Conclusion

Systolic array architecture is used to achieve high degree
of parallelism capable of handling multiple blocks of input
image coefficients to implement the lifting DWT. The pro-
posed architecture has regular and modular interconnections
between the arrays of processing elements, with pipelining
and parallel processing. The implemented results show that
the systolic architecture achieves a high speed with a lower
accessing time, when compared to the other existing archi-
tectures, and reaches a speed performance suitable for real-
time multimedia applications. The advantage of the discussed

architecture is that it does not require additional memory for
storing the intermediate coefficients. The systolic architec-
ture can be extended to varying block sizes, with an over-
lapped scanning of the image coefficients, thus reducing the
accessing time and memory requirements, for storing the
intermediate coefficients.
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